The Rise and Fall of The NEW Four Seasons 1966 to 1977
Chapter 11—
11—Closure
So in 1982 Frankie Valli and The Four Seasons collapsed along with the fan clubs.
But it wasn’t the end…… Valli is from tough stock and his response reflects his years
‘locked into’ being a performer……work was perhaps his escape…..”…”That was the
toughest I’ve ever had to go through in my whole life. I was screwed up for a long time
after that. My doctor thought it would be in my best interests to continue working. I’m
glad I did. I don’t think I’d make a good recluse.”
The attempts at a return
to former glories would
fail. Gery Polci and Don
Ciccone left the group.
Valli could not offer them
the money or the creative
direction to stay. The unreleased recordings,
where not good enough to
persuade a record company to release them and
promote an album, particularly with the sad state
of the record business.
Crewe was gone; disillusioned by the way the record business had
changed. He no longer
knew all the ‘execs’ and
For many UK fans in 1971 it all started at Batley Variety Club
the ‘suits’ who now held
the key positions and dictated the music to be made. Charles Calello was an in demand arranger/producer having hits
with Juice Newton…. And Bob Gaudio had dropped out of the music scene at this time.
Frankie Valli re-formed the group as ‘Frankie Valli and The Four Seasons’ keeping Chuck
Wilson and Robbie Robinson and Larry Lingle, and once again he picked out good session
musicians, offering them a career on the road that would continue to give him an outlet for his
Four Seasons and solo hits. A very entertaining show was constructed that continued to lift
fans and keep interest in the group as an ‘oldies band’ through the 80s and 90s and keep
some income going.
A ‘20th Anniversary Video’ was produced of a ‘Live’ performance with the new line-up. Only
two hardly inspiring or promoted ‘Four Seasons’ albums ‘escaped’ during the years since. …
(once again outlets for Bob Gaudio’s creative ideas - ‘Streetfighter’- 1984 and ‘Hope And
Glory’ – 1992 :( which wasn’t even released in the UK and Europe , their former major marThe Rise and Fall of The NEW Four Seasons 1966 to 1977—
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ket). But the creative spark was gone and attempts at creating a ‘Four Seasons sound’, that
appealed to the wider public was unsuccessful. Even an attempt to team up with the Beach
Boys for an album failed and only the uninspiring ‘East Meets West’ came out as a single with
no success.
Enrolment in the Rock ‘n’ Roll Hall Of
Fame in 1989 was a significant milestone for the original members of the
group (as ‘Jersey Boys’ tells us) and by
this time fans perhaps forgave and forgot the past and just wanted to see the
songs…’LIVE’.
It wasn’t until 1992 that the latest version
of the group would return to the UK to
promote the release of their ‘oldies
show’ once again…this time so we
would buy them on the exploding CD
format along with the accompanying 30th
Anniversary ‘live’ video. The fans were
simply a source for new income that
once again the Partnership sought to tap
into, and we duly obliged. The shows
were well staged and produced and thoroughly entertaining, re-capturing the
sound with the latest technology to create a vibrant ‘live’ experience. Frankie
Valli had learned how to please his audience with his back catalogue.
……..and since then nothing but changing personnel and stage arrangements as Frankie
Valli’s voice faded with age and was supported ‘live’ by ‘Autotune’ (software that corrects out of
tune or pitch vocals)…and pre-recorded vocals…..entertaining audiences still with memories of
past hits. And all the while no-one thought Frankie and Bob would ever achieve the heights of
popularity they had before. The story of the group’s work was drifting into obscurity.
That is until the launch of ‘Jersey Boys’. Now they are bigger stars than ever. At the prompting of Bob Gaudio and Frankie Valli, Marshall Brickman and Rick Elise came up with the idea
of immortalizing a story of their ’original rise and fall’ with the best of their music and it
worked incredibly. The show is brilliant and demonstrates that their achievements have been
significant. But not being able to tell the story accurately, for entertainment reasons, means
that they changed the story for the second half of the show to make it work theatrically…and
no credit was given to the four guys who recorded the two songs that form the climax of the
show ..’Who Loves You’ and ‘December 63’. Some would argue these represent the climax
of the groups ‘special’ sound.
Charles Alexander commented on our looking back at the 70s group and their collapse…..
“It's fine for people to investigate and discuss the past, if they like. But let's not blow
the bad days out of proportion. Let's celebrate the totality of the Four Seasons' music
and history. And let's celebrate the present”
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We have done that of
course by seeing, enjoying and promoting
‘Jersey Boys’, but
the fact is that the
present doesn’t properly respect the past
and whilst ‘Jersey
Boys’ is a production
to entertain people
and make them feel
good (which it does
very successfully), it
is important to put the
record straight. Bob
and Frankie could
have had the 70s
Four Seasons anDon Ciccone in Manchester in 1980 with promoter in the background
nounced as an intro
to the Who Loves
You/December 63 finale to the show or had info in the programme and book That would have
respected their creative contribution. The seven ‘Jersey Boys’ productions and forthcoming
film will perhaps make Bob and Frankie more money than they made in their careers with the
group…… but for us who followed them back then simply recognizing the contribution of others
to the success is the level of respect anyone should expect.
We’ve read that Bob and Frankie regard themselves as being the real core of the Four Seasons, and certainly their drive, leadership and talent carried the group’s success forward for so
many years but it is like a championship or Olympic winning team. The scorers and the captain
may get the credit but none of it could have been achieved without the ‘team’. That core creative team was originally Crewe-Gaudio-Valli-Calello-Massi supplemented by Linzer and
Randell. Subsequently it was Joe Long, Gerry Polci, Lee Shapiro, Don Ciccone and John
Paiva.(and others in between who joined the line-up briefly)
And it is funny to look back when today Frankie Valli, ‘just keeps going and going like that
bunny on TV with the batteries’. In an interview in the Village Voice on 8th September
1975….”I can’t see myself singing ‘Sherry’ at the age of 60” as he explained why he wants
to move away from his ‘falsetto’ lead. So now he finds himself at 77 still singing it with the help
of today’s technology and a group of singers who can amplify and enhance the harmonies just
like in ‘Jersey Boys’. Technology overcomes ‘old-age’
Throughout the 1970s he tried with the help of Bob Gaudio and Bob Crewe to move away from
his falsetto………but now he accepts he never can or will. But to his credit Frankie Valli has
continued to entertain audiences to this day and that makes him a true ‘legend’
Jersey Boys is perhaps the fitting tribute to the original group. Frankie Valli said in a recent
interview...….”We decided early on that if we were gonna do this, tell the story of Frankie
Valli and the Four Seasons, we were gonna have to tell the truth - the whole truth - or it
isn’t our story.”,
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Well that hasn’t happened in the show as
these chapters show . So as we enjoy the
fiction of ‘Jersey Boys’, we can feel
happy that these Rise and Fall Of The
NEW Four Seasons Chapters tell a
more accurate story of the shows 2nd
half...’for the record’.
And, what about the relationship with the
fans?
Frankie Valli has tried to explain why the
past lack of communication came about.
"In the early years we were scared to
death someone would find out (about
our connections) and record companies would drop us and radio stations
wouldn't play us,” Valli says. “Someone
would find out all the things that occurred in our lives. I mean guys went
to jail, and there were robberies, gambling, all this stuff."
But after reading this story, it is still hard to see why communications between management
and fans was so ‘fractured’, for so long. Qouoting a famous Four Seasons...“Music is one of
the hallmarks of humanity”. Some make it for the sheer pleasure like Charlie Calello…” my
passion for music far exceeded any of the goals I was able to attain. Just the thrill of being a part of it was more than enough thanks.”
And although Frankie says...."It's about the group". ......"I mean, it has always been about
the group."…that statement has to be questioned. When you reflect on the history of groups
like The Temptations and The 4Tops, perhaps that statement would be true: …but surely not
with the Four Seasons? : maybe in the early days, before Nicky left. Each Season since 1966
when Joe Long joined was just another ‘employee’. Although John Paiva thought of the group
as a ‘family’, that was clearly not Bob and Frankie’s perception It has never been about the
group or the fans, For Frankie and Bob music is and remains primarily a money making business.
This story may have also inferred that really the Four Seasons sound was lost because of
Frankie Valli’s ambitions as a solo artist. That is open to debate and readers can make their
own mind up. And maybe Bob and Frankie will maintain they acted reasonably and gave unknown musicians a chance to be stars? After all as Lee Shapiro bluntly says of those times….
“As I have remarked to you before, the 70s "4 Seasons" were an outlet for Bob Gaudio's
writing and production talents and we were all too happy to be a part of it. (And don't let
nobody tell ya different!)”. That may have been so but what type of ‘loyalty’ should have
been expected.?: To the group and to the fans? However you judge it Bob and Frankie don’t
come out of it smelling of roses. But if your aim is to make loads of money and do it your way
well they pass that measure of success with flying colours. If ‘respect’ is the measure well
maybe they have some for their creativity and entertainment over the years. But today, whatever the arguments, it is the creation of the music that fans are really focused on. UnderstandThe Rise and Fall of The NEW Four Seasons 1966 to 1977—
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ing how it was made enhances its enjoyment and this has been our focus.
In compiling this story the aim has
been to show that Bob Gaudio’s original idea to take the group sound away
from a falsetto led approach would
eventually succeed spectacularly. From
1966 onwards we have shown in these
chapters how Bob Gaudio expressed
his creative talents through the ‘brand’
name…The Four Seasons. He didn’t
try to write hits…he just wrote from his
perspective. There were good and bad
times. This book doesn’t always make
pleasant reading but it is what it is and
it does celebrate the music that we
bought and the guys we supported. We
don’t believe we have blown the bad
times out of proportion. Perhaps
Frankie and Bob won’t mind that we
sing the praise of the former members’
contribution or of recalling how we, the
fans and members of the group felt.?
Somebody should recognize that contribution!. No longer naïve, we now see
through the past commercial hype,
whilst still loving the music.
The most successful Four Seasons ever where in 1976 and 1977 : a brilliantly talented group,
and they all contributed to the sound created and the significant chart success….in spite of a
perhaps a less than favourable employment arrangement for group members. Now we have a
description in print of what they did and how it eventually fell apart for us all. We were lucky to
get what we got and we can continue to celebrate what they achieved and hopefully we have
to some extent set the record straight for everyone…the group…the Partnership but most of all
for the fans.
And we have been able to show that the Four Seasons and others all played their part in creating the sounds we love
Only serious fans, good musicians and critics think popular music should have integrity and
credibility. This story shows the music business warts and all. We the fans have always been
too idealistic as fans quotes from 1982 and perhaps my own here show.
But members of the Four Seasons have demonstrated great affection and appreciation of the
fans and a love for their music. One Four Season……the man who paved the way most in my
opinion to enabling Bob Crewe, Bob Gaudio, Frankie Valli and the creative talents of the group
to achieve the peaks they achieved, best sums up what we the ‘serious fans’ most respect…..Charlie Calello in interview with Stuart Miller says it for us all…..”In a person’s life
time, one of the things that I’ve observed is that when you look back to any period in
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history, people do not remember who the richest guy was, they don’t remember who the
most successful person was, who was the prettiest, this, that and the other thing. There
are basically very few things that people remember as they look back in history. They
remember art, they remember literature and they remember music. And I know that a
100 years from today, people will be looking back
at the 60s and 70s saying, "Hey, look at this. The 4
Seasons". And that’s the thrill ……….of having
been involved in it. “
That great art he helped create, is why we still follow the music and respect the creative talent and
the warmth of former Four Seasons who have contributed to this back-story.
Casey Chameleon Version 1 : January 2011
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